The Boys and Girls Club of Lancaster is a 20,000 square foot renovated warehouse that serves as the neighborhood hub for after school and family programs. Seven years ago the inside of the warehouse was renovated. The Fresh Paint Day grant from Keep Pennsylvania Beautiful provided 12 gallons of paint and painting supplies. Now the Boys and Girls Club of Lancaster has a fresh and bright exterior to match the gleaming interior.

The building that houses the club is beside a walking park and has brought renewed energy to the area. Neighbors stop in and admire the project and inquire about the programs that the Boys and Girls Club of Lancaster are providing the youth of Lancaster. The more people that visit this neighborhood the better it is for the community as a whole.

The new facade that was made possible through the Fresh Paint Day program brings a positive enthusiasm and pride to the community.

“This was our first experience with Hailey Paint Company and our first project that used Pittsburgh Paint products. We found the quality of the services and the products to be top notch and hope to work with both again in the future.”

Erin Elliot
Development Officer
Boys & Girls Club of Lancaster
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Empowering Pennsylvanians to make our communities clean and Beautiful.